US E FUL E AL
ST R AT E GI ES
KEY EAL STRATEGIES THAT SUPPORT TRAUMA
RECOVERY IN THE CLASSROOM

USEFUL EAL STRATEGIES
Key EAL strategies support trauma recovery in the classroom
because they promote student learning and enhance student
wellbeing.
The following five strategies will support primary and secondary students and explicitly
connect EAL practices with the Foundation House Trauma Recovery Goals.

1.

CREATE A WELCOMING AND RESOURCEFUL CLASSROOM

Students want to be involved in classroom activities, and teachers can create a
safe classroom environment that provides students with personalised and practical
ways to participate and make connections with peers. A learning environment
based on the students’ needs ensures the dignity and value of each student.
» Build a positive relationship by asking your students how they want you
to pronounce and use their name. Additionally, prepare three strengthbased questions that can be asked either one-on-one or in a class activity
to encourage confidence and support peer to peer/teacher to student
relationships (e.g. What should I know about you? What could you teach me or
someone else? What are you good at?).
» Support spoken instructions with written and visual information, on the board
or as handouts. Give simple, short instructions, written clearly and in a logical
order. This can be supported through visuals, demonstration and modelling as
well as explanation.
» In seating plans, consider how students might be supported by similar
language peers, experienced classmates, or proximity to classroom resources.
» Provide times in the classroom for students to think and prepare their
responses. This allows students to write down thei
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2.

PLAN FOR LEARNING
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Many aspects of schooling and the curriculum may be new to students, and
teachers can plan ways to connect content, language, activities and resources with
what students already know and skills they have. Acknowledging and planning
for what students can contribute helps to uphold a student’s dignity and value.
Knowing what is expected in a task increases a student’s sense of safety and
control in themselves.

» Explicitly identify background knowledge that students need to understand the
unit. Plan to actively teach this to students who have not learnt it yet.
» Identify content, skills and language that students will need to complete a task.
Share this with your students to help them stay focused and see their progress.
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» When designing worksheets and resources, provide space for notes and
translations.
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3.

TEACH CONTENT AND TEXTS IN COLLABORATIVE
WAYS
Students have the desire and capacity to learn new ideas
and ways to express them. Teachers can support this
learning through explicit, multimodal and collaborative
approaches. Collaborative tasks can support a student’s
sense of belonging and support connections with
classroom peers. Creating classroom environments that
foster peer work can also help to build trust and increase
a student’s sense of safety.
» Find out what students already know about a topic,
and how they learnt it. These ideas or concepts could
be displayed visually (e.g. mind map, lifecycle) or
in student’s language, and new language added as
students learn.
» Encourage students to translate key ideas and record
notes and ideas in the language they feel most
comfortable. This can help students make connections
and reinforce understanding of key concepts and
information.
» Provide a selection of English and bilingual
dictionaries as well as other texts or resources, and
model how to use these in class.
» Ask students to work in groups to create multilingual
and multimodal resources that teach key ideas. This
reinforces learning and creates a useful classroom
resource
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4.

TEACH EFFECTIVE SKILLS FOR LEARNING

Students have abilities in learning, organisation and technology, and teachers can
help them to apply these skills in ways that will support their learning. Teaching
students how to become independent learners gives students a greater sense of
control in building knowledge, impacts on their identity as a learner and values
what they themselves can contribute to the classroom.
» Give students activities, tools and templates for homework and revision, which
help them practice developing skills and clearly relate to their learning goals.
Show students how tools and templates can be adapted for different topic or
subject areas.
» Teach technological literacy skills so that students can use personal devices
purposefully for learning, for example, taking photos, making recordings, and
using translators, calendars or apps.
» When using translation tools, teach students to critically analyse the results.
This can encourage them to recognise the limitations of these tools, and
recognize when their own expression might be more appropriate.
» Investigate multilingual options for media and software. Some programs can
operate in different languages, and subtitles or multilingual instructions may be
available.

5.

LEARN FROM EACH OTHER

Students have a lot to contribute to the classroom, and teachers can support the
confidence and strategies students need to contribute to the learning of their
peers – and teachers. This helps build connections between teachers and students,
acknowledging that students’ efforts are valued and meaningful.
» Allocate lesson time for students to teach skills to their peers. This might
include using equipment or software, accessing school resources, or revising
subject content.
» Develop collaborative strategies for creating texts. This could include planning
writing orally with a scribe partner, or practising oral tasks with a partner who
gives feedback.
Source: de Jong, E. J., & Freeman Field, R. (2010). Bilingual Approaches. In C. Leung &
A. Creese (Eds.), English as an Additional Language: Approaches to Teaching Linguistic
Minority Students (pp. 108–21). London: Sage.
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